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Obituaries
Raymond W. Barratt 1920-2002
Raymond Barratt, who died of cancer in December, 2002, was a prominent player in the early development of fungal
genetics. After early work with fungal plant pathogens at the C onne cticut Agricultural Experim ent Station, he sw itched to
Neurospora and became Ed Tatum's first graduate student at Yale. When the Tatum lab moved to Stanford in 1948, Ray
continued as a Research Fellow, conducting his own research, supervising the laboratory, and becom ing a teacher, helper, and
friend to all the new students and postdocs. During this period he took the initiative in assigning gene names and formulating
rules of genetic nomenclature for Neurospora (1) and in bringing together genetic and phenotypic information on all the known
genes into what might be called the first Neurospora compendium, which included the first comprehensive maps (2). In 1954
he went to Dartmouth as a faculty member. He organized the Fungal Genetics Stock Center (FGS C), gathering Neurospora
mutant and wild-type strains, obtaining funding from NSF, perfecting preservation methods, and periodically publishing stock
lists in the Neurospora Newsletter (now Fungal Genetics Newsletter). The Newsletter, produced and distributed by FGSC, was
founded with Ray's help in 1961 following the first Neurospora Information Conference (now Fungal Genetics Conference), of
which he was a co-organizer. He continued to direct the stock center for 25 years, during which it was expanded to include
other filamentous fungi. In 1970 he resigned as chair of the Biology Department at Dartmouth and became Professor of
Bio logy and D ean o f Scienc es at California State U niversity, H umb oldt, taking the stock center with him.
Ray's research, though limited, contributed significantly to progress at the time. From studies of morphological mutants (3) and
chemical mutagens, he turned to gene-enzyme relations. He was fascinated with mutants having complex metabolic effects; for
exam ple, phe-1 (4), ilv (5), and am (6). He was attracted to am mutants because their growth requirement could be satisfied by
any of numerous amino acids, and his most extensive studies were of the am gene, which specifies N AD P-specific glutamate
dehydrogenase. (Stud ies of am were b egun indep endently and carried to culm ination b y John Fincham and his colleagues.)
After his move to Dartmo uth, Ray's experimental contributions were limited by other responsibilities. He was a superb
organizer, and the choice to direct the stock center and to assume various academic obligations at the expense of his research
was no doubt made deliberately. The stock center was set up and run fastidiously, with help of the curator, Bill Ogata, who
followed R ay from Stanford to D artmo uth and later returned with him to California. FG SC proved to be a major asse t,
consolidating the fungal genetics community and setting an example of quality control, genetic sophistication, and economical
managem ent. Ra y reminisced in 198 5 that his contribution to the field o f fungal genetics thro ugh the stock center m ay well
have been equal to what he would have accomplished had he continued in full time research.
All those who work with Neurospora and other filamentous fungi owe Raymond B arratt a debt of gratitude, and those of us
fortunate enough to have known him personally remember him with affection as a genial, enthusiastic, and always helpful
colleague.
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